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An atom diode, i.e., a device that lets the ground-state atom pass in one direction but not in the opposite
direction in a velocity range, is devised. It is based on the adiabatic transfer achieved with two lasers and a
third laser potential that reflects the ground state.
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The detailed control of internal and/or translational
atomic states is a major goal of quantum optics. Optical el-
ements in which the roles of light and matter are reversed
such as mirrors, gratings, interferometers, or beam splitters
made of laser light or magnetic fields, allow to manipulate
atomic waves. Atom chips[1,2] and atom-optic circuits[3]
have been also realized recently. The aim of this paper is to
propose simple models for an “atom diode,” a laser device
that lets the neutral atom in its ground state pass in one
direction but not in the opposite direction for a range of
incident velocities. A diode is a very basic control element in
a circuit and many applications are possible for atomic trap-
ping or quantum information processing.

More specifically, our goal is to model an atom-field in-
teraction so that the ground-state atom is transmitted when
traveling, say, from left to right, and it is reflected if coming
from the right. We shall describe effective three-level and
two-level atom models, for simplicity in one dimension, to
achieve the desired behavior. The one-dimensional descrip-
tion is accurate if the atom travels in waveguides formed by
optical fields[3], or by electric or magnetic interactions due
to charged or current-carrying structures[2]. It can be also a
good approximation in free space for atomic packets which
are broad in the laser direction, perpendicular to the incident
atomic direction, as demonstrated for time-of-arrival mea-
surements by fluorescence[4].

In our models the atom is in an excited state after being
transmitted and, in principle, excited atoms could cross the
diode “backwards,” i.e., from right to left. Nevertheless, an
irreversible decay from the excited state to the ground state,
will effectively block any backward motion.

Let us denote byRba
l svd fRba

r svdg the scattering ampli-
tudes for incidence with velocityv.0 from the left(right) in
channela and reflection in channelb. Similarly, we denote
by Tba

l svd fTba
r svdg the scattering amplitude for incidence in

channela with velocity v.0 from the left(right) and trans-
mission in channelb to the right(left). The potential will be
such that uT31

l svdu2<1, uR11
l svdu2<0 and uT31

r svdu2<0,
uR11

r svdu2<1. The basic idea is to combine two lasers that
achieve stimulated Raman adiabatic passage(STIRAP) with
a state-selective reflecting interaction for the ground state.
The STIRAP method is well known[5] and consists of an
adiabatic transfer of population between levels 1 and 3 by
two partially overlapping(in time or space) laser beams(see
Fig. 1). The pump laser couples the atomic levels 1 and 2
with Rabi frequencyVP, and the Stokes laser couples the

states 2 and 3 with Rabi frequencyVS. We assume here that
these two lasers are on resonance with the corresponding
transitions. We shall need, in addition, a third laser causing
an effective reflecting potentialWsxd" /2 for the ground-state
component. It could be realized by an intense laser with a
large positive(blue) detuningD (laser frequency minus the
transition frequency) with respect to a transition with a
fourth level, Wsxd" /2=V14sxd2" /4D, V14 being the corre-
sponding Rabi frequency. Due to the large detuning, there is
no pumping so that this type of coupling has a purely me-
chanical effect. Even a large detuning is very small com-
pared with the optical frequencies between the different lev-
els, so we can neglect the effect of this third laser on the
other levels.

Neglecting decay first(we will take it into account later
on), the resulting Hamiltonian for the atomic state, within the
rotating wave approximation, and in the interaction picture to
get rid of any time dependence, is

H3L =
px

2

2m
+

"

21 Wsxd VPsxd 0

VPsxd 0 VSsxd
0 VSsxd 0

2 , s1d

wherepx=−i"s] /]xd is the momentum operator. The shapes
of the Rabi frequencies and the reflecting potential in the

model are Gaussian,VPsxd=V̂Psx,xPd, VSsxd=V̂Psx,xSd,
Wsxd=ŴPsx,xWd with

FIG. 1. Schematic connection of the atom levels by the different
lasers(left figure) and location of the different lasers(right figure).
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Psx,x0d = expS−
sx − x0d2

2Dx2 D ,

but similar shapes do not alter the results in any significant
way. We shall also assume for simplicity that the shapes and
widths of pump laser, Stokes laser, and state-selective re-
flecting laser potentials are all equal. The location of the
three laser beams is shown in Fig. 1.

If the atom is incident from the left in the ground state, it
will be transfered by STIRAP to the third state so it is not
affected byWsxd, and will be transmitted, i.e., the transmis-
sion probabilityuT31

l svdu2<1, while the other reflection and
transmission amplitudes for left incidence in the first state
(R11

l , R21
l , R31

l , T11
l , T21

l ) will be approximately zero. If the
atom is incident from the right, in the ground state, and with
low enough velocity, it is reflected by the potentialWsxd" /2.
Therefore uT31

r svdu2<0Þ uT31
l svdu2 and uR11

r svdu2<1. The
other reflection and transmission amplitudes(R21

r , R31
r , T11

r ,
T21

r ) will be also approximately zero.
This behavior is indeed observed solving numerically the

stationary Schrödinger equation with Eq.(1) by the invariant
imbedding method[6,7]. The results are shown in Fig. 2. In
a velocity range, the “diodic” behavior holds, i.e.,uR11

l u2<0,
uT31

l u2<1 and uR11
r u2<1, uT31

r u2<0. In this range the other
transmission and reflection coefficients for incidence in the

first state(R21
l/r, R31

l/r, T11
l/r, T21

l/r) are zero. The left-incidence
velocity boundary for diodic behavior,vleft, is due to the
breakdown of the STIRAP effect[8]. The addition of a spon-
taneous decay rateG from state 2 does not altervleft signifi-

cantly for V̂ /G*100. This boundary can be increased by

increasingV̂. The velocity boundaryvright for right inci-
dence, due to the inability of the reflecting laser to block fast

atoms, increases whenŴ increases, so that both boundaries
can be adjusted independently from each other. We may de-
fine vmax as the minimum ofvleft andvright.

There is also a lower, positive-velocity boundary for the
STIRAP effect, i.e., the STIRAP effect breaks down at ex-
tremely low velocities,v,vmin<0.05 cm/s with the laser
intensities (Rabi frequencies) of the numerical examples.
This may appear contradictory since one expects better adia-
batic transfer at lower velocities. Indeed this is the case, but
only as long as the semiclassical approximation is valid for
the translational motion. For sufficiently low velocities the
quantum aspects of translational motion become important
and atomic reflection occurs.

More precisely,vmaxandvmin are defined by imposing that
all scattering probabilities from the ground state be small
except the ones that define the diode(the probability for
transmission to 3 from the left and for reflection to 1 from
the right), i.e., they are the limiting upper and lower values
for which oa=1

3 suRa1
l u2+ uTa1

r u2d+oa=1
2 suRa+1,1

r u2+ uTa1
l u2d+s1

− uT31
l u2d+s1−uR11

r u2d,e is satisfied. In Fig. 3,vmax is plotted

versusV̂ andŴ. For the intensities consideredvmax is in the
ultracold regime below 1 m/s. In thevmax surface,vright due
to reflection failure is more restrictive in the hillside repre-
sented by circles, whereasvleft, due to “high-velocity” STI-
RAP failure, is more restrictive in the hillside with triangles.

From the numerical scales used forV̂ and Ŵ, it becomes
clear that, generally, reflection failure will be more problem-
atic than STIRAP failure in practice.

Notice that a unidirectional transmission can also be ob-
tained for a two-level atom. It is well known[9] that the
three-level Hamiltonian(1) with W=0 can be reformulated
as a two-level one, but here we use a different idea to con-
struct directly a two-level potential with the “diodic” prop-

FIG. 2. (a) Reflection probabilityuR11
l/rsuvudu2 and(b) transmission

probability uT31
l/rsuvudu2; negativev correspond to incidence from the

right, positivev correspond to incidence from the left; the mass is
the mass of neon,Dx=15 mm, xS=140mm, xP=170mm; three-

level atom: xW=260mm, V̂=0.23106s−1, Ŵ=203106s−1 (thin

dashed line), V̂=13106s−1, Ŵ=1003106s−1 (thick dashed line);

two-level atom: f̂2=1003106s−1 (solid line, coincides with thick
dashed line).

FIG. 3. Limit vmax for “diodic” behavior, e=0.01; three-level
atom, the mass is the mass of neon,Dx=15 mm, xS=140mm, xP

=170mm, xW=260mm.
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erty. Assume first that we can neglect the kinetic term in the
Hamiltonian and that the motion inx direction is classical.
Let us define the two-position-dependent eigenvectors of the
two-level potential as

z1sxd =
1

ÎfP
2sxd + fS

2sxd
S fSsxd

− fPsxd
D ,

z2sxd =
1

ÎfP
2sxd + fS

2sxd
S fPsxd

fSsxd
D .

With the order offS,fPù0 shown on the right-hand side of
Fig. 4, we get for Gaussian(or similar) functions fS and fP
the asymptotic properties

z1s− `d = S1

0
D, z1s+ `d = S 0

− 1
D ,

z2s− `d = S0

1
D, z2s+ `d = S1

0
D .

This means that ground and excited states are asymptotically
swapped.z1 should correspond to the eigenvaluel1=0
which results in adiabatic transfer from ground to excited
state if the atom impinges from the left, andz2 should cor-
respond to l2=s" /2dffP

2sxd+ fS
2sxdg@0, so there will be

nearly full reflection if the atom impinges from the right. The
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues define the potential, and the
two-level Hamiltonian is

H2L =
px

2

2m
+

"

2
S fP

2sxd fPsxdfSsxd
fPsxdfSsxd fS

2sxd
D . s2d

We have calculated the scattering amplitudes numerically

with fPsxd= f̂ Psx,xPd and fSsxd= f̂ Psx,xSd for right and left
incidence and observed the diodic behavior,(see Fig. 2.) The
two-level Hamiltonian can be also used as a diode for inci-
dence in the excited state. Then it works in the opposite

direction, i.e., uT13
r svdu2<1, uR33

r svdu2<0 and uT13
l svdu2<0,

uR33
l svdu2<1. This is not the case for the Hamiltonian(1)

unless an additional potential acting on the third level is
added.

Let us return to the three-level atom to study the possible
effect of decay from the third state to the first state with a
relatively small decay rateg. This is unlikely a spontaneous
process but it can be forced by a laser coupling of the third
state to an auxiliary state decaying to the ground state. The
process may be characterized by an effective decay rate from
3 to 1 [11]. We examine the time-dependent case, see Fig. 5,
by means of a one-dimensional master equation which in-
cludes the effect of recoil, see[10],

]

] t
r = −

i

"
fH3L,rg− −

g

2
hu3lk3u,rj+

+ gE
−1

1

du
3

8
s1 + u2dexpSi

mvrec

"
uxDu1l

3k3uru3lk1uexpS− i
mvrec

"
uxD . s3d

The initial state att=0 is rs0d= uC0lkC0u, namely a Gaussian
wave packet with mean velocityv0,

C0sxd =
1

N11

0

0
2expS−

Dv0m

2"
sx − x0d2 + i

v0m

"
xD ,

where N is a normalization constant. We solve the master
equation by using the quantum jump technique[12]. Let tmax
be a large time such that the resulting wave packetC jstmaxd
of nearly every quantum “trajectory”j separates into right
and left moving parts far from the interaction region but
possibly with third-state components, not decayed yet attmax.
By averaging over all trajectories we get

p̂r =E
0

`

dv(kvur11stmaxduvl + kvur33stmaxduvl), s4d

which is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function ofv0 for different g
and vrec. The error bars, defined by the absolute difference
between averaging overn/2 andn trajectories, are smaller
than the symbol size.

FIG. 4. Schematic connection of the atom levels by the different
lasers(left figure) and the order of the functionsfS, fP (right figure).

FIG. 5. Scheme for the time-dependent simulation including de-

cay. The mass is the mass of neon,xS=140mm, V̂S=0.23106 s−1,

xP=170mm, V̂P=0.23106 s−1, xW=260mm, Ŵ=103106 s−1,
Dx=15 mm, x0=40 mm sv0.0d or x0=360mm sv0,0d, and Dv0

=0.1 cm/s.
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A value p̂rsv0d<1 for v0,0 means that nearly all atoms
coming from the right are reflected. The reflection probabil-
ity is not affected by the decay since the reflected atoms are
rarely excited during the collision.

A value p̂rsv0d<1 for v0.0 means that nearly all atoms
coming from the left are transmitted and will be finally in the

ground state moving to the right. This is true forv0

ù8 cm/s[with p̂rsv0dù0.95] for all examined combinations
of decay rateg and recoil velocityvrec. Therefore, for not-
too-low velocities, a large part of the atoms will be transmit-
ted and stay finally in the ground state, i.e., the atom diode
works also with decay and recoil, with the advantage that
decay prevents the backward motion of excited atoms. The
decrease ofp̂r for low, positive velocities is due to the atom
decay before passing the potentialWsxd" /2.

In summary, we have presented a simple model for an
atom diode that can be realized with laser interactions, a
device which can be passed by the atom in one direction but
not in the opposite direction.

Note added. Recently, we received a manuscript of Raizen
et al.[13] in which, independently of our paper, a similar idea
for unidirectional atomic transmission is discussed.
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FIG. 6. Probability p̂r of traveling to the right aftertmax

=400mm/v0; vrec=3 cm/s, g=20 s−1 (down-pointing triangles);
vrec=3 cm/s, g=40 s−1 (up-pointing triangles); vrec=6 cm/s, g
=20 s−1 (circles); n=1000 trajectories; the dashed line indicates
p̂r =0.95; other parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
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